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AUTHENT IC I T Y  IN  EVE RY TH ING
If you examine an interior solution from Kvänum, 
you will soon notice the difference. The entire manu-
facturing process is based on our philosophy of authen-
ticity. A philosophy which gurantees durability and 
allows our furnishings to age beautifully. Kvänum 
is a classic joinery, and we still employ good, old- 

fashioned craftsmanship. This is tradition in its most 
tangible form. Bevelled corners, dovetailed drawers, 
pattern-matched veneer and hand-painted compo-
nents are just some of the details that ensure the great 
Kvänum feeling.
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EVERY TH ING  
IN  I T S  P LACE

“Everything in its place – and the skates in the ice box,” 
wrote author Lars Forssell. The concept of “neat and tidy” 
is extremely subjective and personal. But we have to do 
something with our kit and personal belongings – shoes, 
clothes, trousers, blouses, shirts, ties, bed linen, towels, laundry, 
books, kids’ toys, DVDs, that old record collection, the family 
silver, vintage wines… The list goes on and on. 

We have the solution for all areas of the home: from your 
hall, bedroom, study and children’s rooms, to your home 
office, utility room, laundry room and wine cellar. Kvänum 
 supplies a wide range of storage solutions from dressing 
rooms and walk-in closets for your entire wardrobe, to 
drawers, chests, boxes and cases in wood and edge-stitched 
leather for small items, jewellery, keepsakes and secrets.
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OPPORTUN I T I E S

Functional furniture for a boy’s room – bed, cabinet, wardrobe, pirate ship, 
gym, hiding place, reading corner and helicopter landing pad in a single unit. 

Kvänum has all kinds of storage units whose functionality has been 
 developed to cover the needs of the whole family. And if you have any special 
requests, we will do our best to accommodate them. Our aim is to give you 
what you want. Nothing is strange to us. 

We have trolleys for shirts and pullovers, drawers for hanging up trousers, 
hangers for belts and scarves, drawers for ties and accessories, kit-storage  
cabinets with built-in, drop-down ironing boards, and storage solutions 
for shoe trees, shoe care kits and agents for removing stains, an increasingly 
neglected art, unfortunately – all concealed behind a rich selection of doors and 
covers available in styles and finishes to match your home. 
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THE  SHORT  
S TY L E  GU IDE

A uniform and consistent interior imbues the home with 
peace and quiet, style and harmony. As does an interior  design 
that is integrated with the architecture of the  building. 

Of course, breaking style is often an underappreciated 
concept, but it needs to be done with finesse, and it demands 
both knowledge and planning. Kvänum’s interior designers 
are skilled, experienced and thorough. You have the final say, 
but feel free to ask our advice.

Kvänum primarily works with two style lines: Tradition 
and Innovation. Tradition covers the 1900s with periods 
such as turn of the century, 1920s classicism, functionalism, 
retro and 1970s. Innovation focuses on the radical new 
design that heralded the 2000s and continues to this day. 
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The details make all the difference. Small touches help highlight a style from 
days gone by. Recessed models distinguish interior designs from around 1900. 
Rebated models, on the other hand, were the order of the day from the 1920s 
onwards. Scandinavian simplicity and timeless beauty are the distinctive 
features of Kvänum’s traditional furnishing solutions. They look just as good 
in old and new houses.

T RAD I T ION
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INNOVAT ION

At the intersection between tight minimalism and Nordic purity stands 
Kvänum Innovation – advanced design, precise engineering and genuine 

craftsmanship in finely balanced harmony. Our innovative interior design 
solutions have a distinctive  character that combines a stylistically pure design 

idiom with the warmth of the materials selected. You can see more of our  
models in our two main catalogues: Tradition and Innovation.
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Doors can be opened and closed in different ways. Kvänum supplies hinged 
doors, sliding doors and open solutions. Hinged and sliding doors suit most 
rooms. A hinged door requires an opening radius. This means that the best 
option for a small room – such as a walk-in closet – is often a sliding door or 
an open solution. 

A combination of open and closed cabinets, or glass  sliding doors, provides 
more space. Ask our advice to find the best possible solution – we won’t slam 
the door in your face or try to slide around the problem.

H INGED  DOOR ,  S L I D ING 
DOOR  OR  OPEN  SOLUT ION?
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Doors in Brahe Elm

Sliding doors in glass in front of 

drawers in Brahe white-polished ash

Open solution with doors in Broby 

smoky grey handpainted on ash
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CAB INETS

Cabinets can be magical and secret. You may remember 
them from your childhood, when you stood on tiptoe to peer 
inside… A curio cabinet containing jade letter openers and 
talismans in yellowing ivory. A porcelain cabinet where 
wafer-thin china cups were stacked carefully, with motifs 
depicting Japanese tea ceremonies and mount Fujiyama in 
the background. Linen cabinets that gave off the scent of 
lavender and pillow cases lovingly pleated using a hot  
butter knife. 

Good storage demands a stable, well-built cabinet.  
We make our cabinet carcases of 19 mm furniture board.  
We give you the choice of all kinds of woods and finishes, both 
inside and out. A solid, four-sided drawer in oak – with or 
without a front panel – is standard. The cabinet is  positioned 
on adjustable feet behind a plinth. 

Brahe soft white painted on ash
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Cabinet in Essen brown-stained oak
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Cabinet in Dalby soot grey handpainted on ash
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Workdesk and storage in the 

bedroom in Forsby soft white

INSP I RAT ION

Why not mention our walk-in closet, complete with  sliding 
glass doors, and perhaps, who knows, soft merino wool 
jumpers, a small squadron of shoes with shoe trees signed 
John Lobb in London, a Hermès silk scarf, linen and tweed 
jackets, sheer chiffong  blouses and long-staple Egyptian 
 cotton shirts from Henry Poole, a rugged, classic suitcase 
made from Italien leather with stickers from Rome, Vienna, 
Paris and Berlin, and in the lining a menu from the veranda 
of Hotel Oloffson in Port-au-Prince, and a dog-eared copy 
of Baedeker’s Istanbul from 1929 with the drinks list from 
Algonquin’s bar in New York as a bookmark. A whole world 
within glass and frame. 

Dressing room Forsby soft white 
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Dressing room in Dalby soft white handpainted on ash
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Bedroom furniture in Dalby pure white handpainted on ash
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Wardrobe with doors in Hamilton soot grey painted on ash and inside drawers i Brahe white-polished oak
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Dressing room in smoked oak and sliding doors in glass
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Wardrobes and bench perfect for the hallway here in Broby soft white handpainted on ash
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Dressing room with both open solution and doors in Broby soft white handpainted on ash
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Bedroom with closets and storage in 

Broby pure white handpainted on ash
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Dressing room in Dalby soft white handpainted on ash
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Wardrobes in a bedroom, Brahe soft white painted on ash
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Dining room furniture in Grip walnut
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Dressing room in Dalby pure white handpainted on ash
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OTHER  
DE TA I L S

“It is the tiny, tiny details that do it …” sang songwriter 
Povel Ramel,  probably referring to blocks, copings, leather 
cushions,  handles, covers and plinths. It is often the case that 
the smallest details complete the picture. 

A profile with a touch of fluting, a porcelain knob, 
a  leather-clad drawer all help to highlight a style, 
 communicate a feeling, make a statement. 
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Railings for belt, shirts and trousers, all in oak Kit for shoe care, box in ceder wood

Drawers, wagons and accessorie boxes in oak, grey wool is covering the bottoms Drawer with railings in oak makes it possible to hang boots
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Box in leather
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Drawer in oak for accessories, a leather carpet covers the bottom
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Railing for hangers in leather Drawers in white-polished ash, handles and covering carpet in leather

Accessory box in leather and oak Carpet in natural leather
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Hanger integrated in the cabinet Drawer in oak, perfect for accessories

Drawers in oak and grey wool carpet covers the bottom Handle in leather
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Cushion in brown leather
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GA-LG1
A slim shelf above a clothes rail.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000
Depth: 580

 Height, including plinth: Recessed front ca 1624, rebated front ca 1635, full-covering front ca 1487

GA-LH
Shelves.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 320, 400, 500, 580

GA-LGR
One fixed shelf, a clothes rail, a roller drawer  
and two roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-LTB
One fixed shelf, a clothes rail and three wire trays.

Width: 400, 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580

GA-LGB
One fixed shelf, a clothes rail and roller  
drawer with trouser hangers.

Width: 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-LGL1
One fixed shelf, a clothes rail and two  
pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-LGL2 (not in Grip)

One fixed shelf, a clothes rail, drawer  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-LHR
Two shelves, one fixed shelf and  
four roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

CAB INET  RANGE  /  K -HE IGHT

Height: ca 2090, including plinthCAB INET  RANGE  /  L -HE IGHT

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000
Depth: 580

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 320, 400, 500, 580

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

Width: 400, 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580

GA-KG
Clothes rail.

GA-KH
Shelves.

GA-KRL
5 roller trays.

GA-KTB
5 wire trays.
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GA-LGL3 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a interior  
cabinet with a drawer and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LGL4 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LGL5 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LHL3 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a interior cabinet with  
a drawer and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LHL4 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module with  
drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LHL5 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module  
with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-LSY
Shelves and drop-down ironing board  
and an electrical socket.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 320 (360 I-series) 

GA-LSKO
Pull-out fittings in wood for storing shoes.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 580 

GA-LSKO2
Slanted shelves for shoe storage. 

Width: 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-LBOK1
Book shelf cabinet, A-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

GA-LBOK2
Book shelf cabinet, U-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

GA-LS
Chrome interior consisting of: 1 small basket, 
1 large basket, 1 hose hanger och 1 hook strip.

Width: 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580
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Height: ca 2310, including plinthCAB INET  RANGE  /  S -HE IGHT

GA-SHR
Three moveable shelves, one fixed shelf and  
four roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-SGL3 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a interior  
cabinet with a drawer and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SGL4 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SGL5 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SHL3 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a interior cabinet with a drawer  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SHL4 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module  
with drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SHL5 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module  
with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SG
A fixed shelf and two clothes rails.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SG1
A slim shelf above a clothes rail.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-SH
Shelves.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 320, 400, 500, 580 

GA-SGR
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf,  
a roller drawer and two roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-STB
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf  
and three wire trays.

Width: 400, 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580 

GA-SGB
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf,  
a clothes rail and roller drawer with trouser hangers.

Width: 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-SGL1
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-SGL2 (not in Grip)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail, a fixed shelf,  
drawer and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580
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GA-SSY
Shelves and drop-down ironing board and  
an electrical socket.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 320 (360 I-series) 

GA-SSKO
Pull-out fittings in wood for storing shoes.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 580 

GA-SS
Chrome interior consisting of: 1 small basket, 
1 large basket, 1 hose hanger och 1 hook strip.

Width: 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-SBOK1
Book shelf cabinet, A-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

GA-SBOK2
Book shelf cabinet, U-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

Optional height and depthE X T ENS ION CAB INET

GA-LOK

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000
Depth: 320, 400, 500, 580

Height intervals:

i-series 412 mm - 1000 mm
f-series  345 mm - 1000 mm
h-series 345 mm - 1000 mm

GA-SSKO2
Slanted shelves for shoe storage. 

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 580 
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Height: ca 2490, including plinthCAB INET  RANGE  /  T-HE IGHT

GA-TG
A slim shelf, one fixed shelf and two clothes rails.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-TG1
A slim shelf above a clothes rail.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-TH
Shelves.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 320, 400, 500, 580 

GA-TGR
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf,  
a roller drawer and two roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGB
A slim shelf over a clothes rail, one fixed shelf,  
a clothes rail and roller drawer with trouser hanger.

Width: 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGL1
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGL2 (not in Grip)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail, a fixed shelf, drawer  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-THR
Three moveable shelves, one fixed shelf and  
four roller trays.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 800, 900 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGL3 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a interior  
cabinet with a drawer and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGL4 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-TGL5 (not in i-series)

A slim shelf above a clothes rail and a internally  
postitioned module with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-THL3 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a interior cabinet with a drawer  
and two pull-out trolleys.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-THL4 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module with  
drawer for hanging trousers.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-THL5 (not in i-series)

Shelves and a internally postitioned module 
with pull-out trolley.

Width: 600, 900, 1000 
Depth: 580 

GA-TTB
A slim shelf above a clothes rail, one fixed shelf  
and three wire trays.

Width: 400, 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580 
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GA-TSY
Shelves and drop-down ironing board  
and an electrical socket.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 320 (360 I-series) 

GA-TSKO
Pull-out fittings in wood for storing shoes.

Width: 450, 500 
Depth: 580 

GA-TSKO2
Slanted shelves for shoe storage. 

Width: 450, 500, 600, 800, 900
Depth: 580

GA-TBOK1
Book shelf cabinet, A-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

GA-TBOK2
Book shelf cabinet, U-height door.

Width: 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900
Depth: 320, (360 I-series), 400, 500, 580

GA-TS
Chrome interior consisting of: 1 small basket, 
1 large basket, 1 hose hanger och 1 hook strip.

Width: 500, 600, 800
Depth: 580
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There are some details that cannot be combined with certain cabinets – the design consultant at the store can help you put together an optimal solution.D E TA I L S

TROUSER HANGER

Trouser hanger in metal with rubber-coated 
bar and pull-out function.

TROUSER HANGER,  
ROLLER DRAWER

Roller drawer with trouser hanger in oak with recessed  
friction surfaces, incl. rails, depth 580. 

Can be fitted with boot pegs for hanging up boots.

Tie hanger in oak with recessed friction surface.

T IE  HANGER

BELT HANGER IN OAK

DRAWER DIV IDER IN OAK

Divides up a drawer into smaller sections. Insert for storing shoes in drawers.

OAK DRAWER INSERT

FELT L INING FOR DRAWERS

Light grey felt mat for placing in the bottom of drawers. Wire tray, incl. roller rails, depth 580. 
NB Not for the i-series.

WIRE TRAYLEATHER INSERT FOR  
DRAWER/SHELF

Ox skin leather.

OAK DRAWERS FOR
POSIT IONING IN CABINETS

Roller drawer, incl. rails, depth 580.

Roller tray, incl. rails, depth 580.

SHELVES FOR CABINETS SHOE CARECLOTHES RAI L

Shoe care drawer in cedar.Stainless or leather coated, 25 mm, side-fastened.

Chrome or oak, side or ceiling fixing.

Available in several finishes:
Melamine coated 19, 28 mm. 

Painted 19, 28 mm. 
 Veneered 19, 29 mm.

Shoe tree in cedar. 
Length and width adjustable to suit the shoes.

SHOE TREE

Tie hanger in metal with rubber-coated 
bar and pull-out function.

T IE  HANGER
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LAUNDRY BASKET

Laundry basket in oak, with bag and cover in light cotton.

LAUNDRY BASKET

Pull-out frame in oak with rails.  
Bag in light cotton with leather handles.

Available in cabinet widths: 400, 450, 500, 600

STORAGE BOX ACCESSORY BOX

Accessory box in dark grey felt or  
leather with oak ends.

Storage box in dark brown leather look. 

HOOKS

Hooks, including screws. Available in three different
models. Supplied in 2-packs.

BOOT CL IPS CLOTHES HOOK, PULL -OUTHANGER

Boot clips for hanging up boots.  
Supplied in 5-packs.

Dark brown wood hanger.  
Three different models available.

Pull-out clothes hook in matte stainless material for  
recessing into a shelf surface, wall or cabinet side.

LED spotlight fitted in cabinet. Also 
available with sensor control that switches 

on the light when the door is opened.

SPOTL IGHT
DECORATIONS CONSOLE

CONSOLE -2.15
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THE  KVÄNUM S TORES
What are you looking for? Visit our stores and showrooms for ideas and suggestions.  
Working closely with our craftsmen, our designers will provide you with ideas about 
 possible solutions. The solution you receive from Kvänum will be one of a kind – yours.

During the first phase, we take a closer look at aspects such as architecture, space, light, 
ergonomics, materials and style. In many cases, we will visit your home to establish your 
wishes and requirements in situ. 

KVÄNUM DRESSING ROOM 2014
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Welcome to Kökets Hus, our main exhibition centre, 

which is located next to the E20 between Skara and 

Vara, in Sweden. Kökets Hus comprises a 700 m2 

exhibition featuring 20 or so displays, along with a 

welcoming café, which is the perfect place to muse on 

all your impressions.

KÖKETS HUS 

Bystorp • 535 92 Kvänum • Sweden  

Tel: +46 512 298 90


